A Letter to the Transformation Committee: Moving the College Baseball Season Back Makes
Sense Financially, Academically, and Medically
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Baseball is often called a “Rite of Spring,” but for college baseball teams, opening day is
more synonymous with snow showers than sunshine.1 For fans, mid-February and March evokes
images of college basketball, not a trip to the baseball field. 2 Indeed, if college baseball is to
achieve its stated goals of more scholarships and greater popularity among fans, it must make
reforms.3 Moving the start of the season from mid-February to late March not only makes sense
financially, but it also benefits the student-athletes both academically and medically. 4
Although numerous proposals have been raised in the past, the NCAA’s Transformation
Committee should seriously consider a college baseball schedule change—push the season back
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a month.5 As the NCAA explores a “New Division I Model,” it’s time they realize that college
baseball in February and early March imposes an unsustainable financial burden on athletic
departments, pulls players away from class, and increases the likelihood of injury in light of a
short preseason and often playing games in winter-like conditions.6
Under the current schedule, college baseball has a “poor financial model” that “only a
handful of schools can actually operate.” 7 The season begins in mid-February and lasts until the
College World Series in late June; for many northern schools, this mid-February start date means
teams will spend the first month of the season (at least) flying to southern and western regions to
play games.8 The University of Michigan, for example, spends roughly $230,000 on travel alone
during the first month of the season.9 By contrast, the school spends roughly $88,000 during the
last month of the season, when they are able to play more home games or travel to regional
opponents.10
However, starting the season a month later would reduce the number of weekends
northern schools would have to travel—helping athletes stay on top of their schoolwork while
also saving programs money.11 If nothing is done, these issues will continue to fester. 12 Not
only is the NCAA undergoing a metamorphosis, but conferences are, too.13 The financial and
academic burdens will only increase as athletes will travel coast-to-coast for a weekend series;
athletic departments will shell out more travel costs and athletes will miss more class than ever
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before.14 Pushing the season back a month, however, mitigates these problems.15 If the college
baseball is to finally offer more than 11.7 scholarships per team, it’s necessary to make the sport
more profitable; additional games in May and June will entice fans to the ballpark, boosting the
sport’s overall popularity and the program’s bottom line.16 Additionally, with more games after
the academic semester has ended, conferences like the Big Ten will have the flexibility to
schedule a potential Rutgers-USC or Maryland-UCLA series for the end of May or early June,
after academic commitments have wrapped up for the year. 17
Then there’s the medical side: renowned orthopedic surgeon, Dr. James Andrews, said
the proposal is a “no brainer” insofar as it would give teams a longer preseason. 18 Arm injuries,
especially for pitchers, tend to spike early in the season, which suggests that players need a
longer ramp up time and an extended preseason. 19 Pushing the season back a month would give
players and coaches seven weeks to prepare their bodies for the rigors of the season, significantly
longer than the three weeks they currently have.20
Of course, this “New Model” presents some hurdles, too. First, a delayed start means
teams will remain on campus long after the academic semester wraps up; keeping teams on
campus 7-8 weeks after graduation means housing and feeding players, a cost many mid-major
programs say they simply cannot afford.21 Second, pushing the season back a month may
hamper summer internship opportunities for players who are not destined for professional
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baseball.22 Currently, players on teams that advance deep in the NCAA Tournament may not be
able to begin a summer job/internship until the middle of June.23 This new system would make it
even harder. Finally, a later start would negatively affect collegiate summer wood bat leagues,
like the Cape Cod League. 24 But there is an alternative: summer leagues could delay their
seasons until the end of June, which would give them enough time to recruit players.25
College baseball has had a financial problem for a long time. 26 While coaches try to
grow the game through more scholarships and more paid assistant coaches, they are forced to
reckon with the fact that the sport just isn’t profitable.27 The NCAA Transformation Committee
can take steps to alleviate that financial burden—and benefit student-athlete quality of life—by
making college baseball a true spring sport.28
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